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Abstract 

 
The present research examines those changes that happened between the 1940s and the 2010s 
to the dance culture of a Moldavian Csángó village of East Romania called Magyarfalu. In the 
light of a holistic approach and on the basis of archive data and fieldwork, the leading aims are 
to identify those adaptation practices that lie behind the transformation of the dance culture, the 
triggers thereof, that is the micro or macro processes which induced the adaptation in the local 
community and to find an answer to the following question: what is the function that dancing 
itself fulfils in the life of the village when the phenomenon is regarded as social practice. The 
results suggest that the changes in the dance culture are triggered by ecological, economic, social, 
and cultural mechanisms; through the adaptation practices, the dance culture’s self-organised 
and institutional forms allow the members of the community to attain cultural, social, and 
economic capital, in addition to that, satisfying certain needs and requirements of the 
community, contribute to the harmonious functioning of the social structure of Magyarfalu. In 
the present paper, the social embeddedness is demonstrated by real cases and it is proven that 
the theoretical frameworks of biopsychology and structural-functionalism are relevant when the 
anthropological eye turns upon the dance research. 

 
Keywords: Moldavia, Csángó, dance anthropology, functionalism, adaptation. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The present essay focuses on the social embeddedness of dance culture in solely one 
Moldavian Csángó village called Magyarfalu (Arini)1, that is, examines the role thereof played in 
the social structure by carrying out the analysis of several adaptation practices. The 
transformation that has taken place in the dance life of the micro community since the 1940s until 
these days are interpreted in the context of ecological, political, economic, and social mechanisms. 
Alongside the aim to highlight the dynamic connection between the dance culture and the society, 
the present paper sets a purpose to prove that the theoretical and methodological framework of 
functionalism, applied in social anthropology, is also relevant when it comes to dance 
anthropological research. 

                                                           
1 Magyarfalu (Arini in Romanian) is of Hungarian ethnic origin and situated in Bacău County in Northeast 
Romania as part of the municipality of Găiceana. 
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The research objective and the subject are considered to be relevant due to the 
following two aspects. Despite the fact that the Hungarian ethnological research turned its 
attention mainly to the Moldavian Csángó ethnic group (Ilyés, Pozsony & Tánczos, 2006), 
profound research has not been conducted on the community’s dances and dance life. A holistic 
research of functionalist approach carried out on a dance culture which is embedded in the 
community’s social life may bring to light mechanisms that challenge the already existing theories 
and provides a different perspective upon the role and the importance of dance, in addition to that, 
an evidence shall be emerge on the complexity of culture and the importance of adaptation 
practices that are required to maintain the social functioning.  

• The transformation of the dance culture in Magyarfalu has been triggered by collective, cultural, 
social and ecological practices.  
• Micro, meso, and macro level mechanisms led the community to apply adaptation practices.  
• Satisfying individualistic and common needs, the dance culture helps to sustain the continuity of 
the social structure. 

Furthermore, it has to be highlighted that meanwhile the Hungarian folk dance and 
music research gained international reputation and attained outstanding achievements2, the 
positivist, comparative, and formal approach of historical perspective, sometimes supplemented 
by a quaint or ethnocentric point of view, have still not been detached completely from the 
research methodology after the mid-20th century. The recent generation of researchers 
participating in the Hungarian folk dance research study groups3 – of which the author of this 
essay is a member as well – are guided by the aim to reconsider the outcomes achieved so far and 
develop a critical approach thereto, place the dance culture in an interdisciplinary perspective, 
follow the contemporary theories and methods of human and social studies (see Fügedi, 2018a, 
2018b; Kavecsánszki, 2015; Pál-Kovács, 2014; Székely, 2017; Szőnyi,  2014a, 2016; Varga, 2017), 
moreover, the objective of publishing their results on international level is also a matter of priority.  

 

2. Research Hypothesis and Questions 

The research hypothesis of utmost importance indicates that dance has a function and 
this triggers the manifestation of such an institutional system in the community’s social structure 
which is peculiar to the dance culture itself. Starting from the functionalist approach and the 
concept of cultural complexity, the example of Magyarfalu suggests that the changes happened to 
traditional dances4 in terms of formal, functional, stylistic, and social aspects and the 
transformation of dance life5, which provides the framework of learning, performing and using the 

                                                           
2 As far as folk music research is concerned, see the work and publications of Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály; 
when it comes to folk dance research, György Martin’s work is to be referred. 
3 Archives and Department for Folk Music and Folk Dance Research, which belongs to the following 
institute: Hungarian Academy of Sciences – Research Centre for the Humanities – Institute for Musicology; 
Department of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology at the University of Szeged; Hungarian Association for 
Ethnochoreology.  
4 This essay pays attention solely to the traditional or so called folk dances which persist in the informant’s 
memories or have been survived until today in the peasant dance culture or to those dances that have been 
’revised’ or taught back to the members of the community. A wide range of these dances appears in the 
repertoire of the village’s dance assembly when they dance on the occasion of a stage performance, dance 
event, or ethnological fieldwork. In addition, most of those dances that are performed on dance events 
attended by the whole village or on family occasions are also regarded as folk dances. 
5 The term ’dance life’ refers to the socio-cultural frame of a dance and consists of the following key elements: 
the dance events, the customs connected to dancing, the organisation of the event, the dance etiquette, the 
institutional structure of dance acquisition and music arrangement (Felföldi, 1996: 106–107). 
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village’s set of dances, are the consequences of the common and individual adaptation practices. 
Interrelating ecological, political, economic and sociocultural processes, such as the climate 
change, the changing of the political regime, labour migration or the assimilation of diverse ethnic 
groups and languages lie behind the adaptation itself. The present essay outlines what progress 
has been made in this research so far, however, the results are not regarded as final conclusions. 
For this reason, taking the research hypothesis as the point of departure, this paper is aimed at 
finding answers to the following questions: 

(a) How to apply the theoretical and methodological results gained by the functionalist 
branch of British social anthropology when the research turns to the dance culture? 
(b) What are those adaptation practise that lie behind the changes happing to the 
dance culture of Magyarfalu? 
(c) Which mechanisms led the community to go through the process of adaptation? 
(d) What are those manners by which the dance culture contributes to the continuity 
of the social structure? 
 

3. Research methodology 

3.1 The field 

The site of the fieldwork, Moldavia, belongs to Romania today and lies between the 
East Carpathian Block and the Prut River, the borders thereof are Bukovina on north, the Lower 
Danube and the Black Sea on south. The majority of those settlements which are populated by the 
so called moldvai csángó (Moldavian Csángó) ethnic group of Hungarian origin is situated along 
the river Szeret in Bacău County (Pozsony, 2005: 7–8). Among the Csángó group, relocated from 
Transylvania in the 12-13th century and from Székelyföld in the 18th century to Moldavia, 
approximately 40, 000 people still speak Hungarian6. The Moldavian Csángó identity is primarily 
based on two aspects: the Roman Catholic religion which separates the Csángó group from the 
Romanians of Orthodox religion living around them, and the local identity. 

 
3.2 Magyarfalu, the village concerned in the research 

Magyarfalu is located 60 km from the centre of Bacău County and belongs to the 
Găiceana community as the only settlement of Roman Catholic religion. As far as the Hungarian 
language concerns, the situation is favourable despite the fact that the language of instruction is 
Romanian at the local nursery and school.7 At the beginning of the 2000s, a Hungarian school has 
been established by the Moldvai Csángómagyar Oktatási Program (Moldavian Csángó–
Hungarian Education Programme) which institute offers facultative after-school programmes for 
children.  

The village counts 1300 inhabitants, however, due to the large-scale labour migration 
solely 700-800 people live there permanently (Iancu, 2013: 58). The labour migration is 
considered to be the most important factor for cultural transformation, in particular, the growing 
incomes resulted in an increasingly modern way of living. The target countries for those who work 
abroad: Germany, Italy, Israel, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and the Equatorial Guinea. 
In the countries mentioned before, the men of Csángó origin work mainly at construction sites. 

                                                           
 
6 Based on the research conducted by Vilmos Tánczos between 1992 and 1966, around 62, 000 out of the 
240, 000 Moldavian people of Catholic religion speak Hungarian. Since then, a significant decrease has 
been observed in the rate of Hungarian-speaking people (Ilyés, Peti & Pozsony, 2010: 127). 
7 In the 1950s, in some Csángó villages the instruction in Hungarian language used to be an option, likewise 
in Magyarfalu, however, after a few years this opportunity has no longer been provided. 
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Those who reside permanently in Magyarfalu are engaged in peasant farming, that is, 
land cultivation and animal breeding. Magyarfalu is a dead end village with a cohesive community 
where the way of living corresponds to a regulated system. Both the moral order and the legal 
system are of ecclesiastical origin and highly dependent on the church’s supervision (Iancu, 2013: 
60-62).  

 
3.3. Methodology and the resources for the research 

I have been conducting ethnological research on the Moldavian Csángó ethnic group 
with the main focus on their social structure and dance culture since 20128. My ongoing doctoral 
research has started to be undertaken in Magyarfalu, in the year of 2015, and since then, I 
conducted 1-2 weeks long fieldworks in each season with in exception for 2016, when I spent 3 
months in the field. As far as the resources concerns, the fieldwork has greater dominance, while 
the rest of the collected data comes from archives (manuscripts, photos, and film libraries).9 The 
participant observation,10 the half-structured interviews, the photo shooting, and the filming of 
dances have to be mentioned as data collection methods. The dance events taken under 
observation – e.g. festivals on the occasion of saints’ days, weddings, and balls – have been 
organised by the local community, I participated solely as a guest, a researcher, or a dancer with 
no coordinating or controlling intervention. A research conducted for an extensive period of time 
and the complex nature of the questions, resulted in a wide range if interviewees: inhabitants of 
Magyarfalu, between the age of 18-98; my social network formed in the village allowed me to visit 
them. 

 
4. Interpretative framework 

4.1 Holistic approach 

The discourse of the research is primarily based on the holistic approach, therefore, 
my aim is to observe a cultural phenomenon in its context not by itself. I share the view that an 
element isolated from the sociocultural system cannot be explained independently but in relation 
to the other components (Hollós, 1995: 4-5; Kisdi, 2012: 110). The holistic point of view requires 
the anthropologist to develop a broad perspective because it takes into consideration further 
aspects as the visible and non-visible (hidden) dimensions, the changes over time and space, and 
the conditions of interactions that trigger the transformation of a cultural phenomenon. Assuming 
a cultural complexity, this concept implies that the transformation of solely one cultural element 
impacts all the other components of the system (A. Gergely, 2010b: 174; Felföldi, 1996: 100-101). 
The research methodology is also affected by this approach because the researcher is demanded 
to conduct a long-term fieldwork in order not to examine the changes happening to a phenomenon 
solely in a short interval but gain insight also into the dynamics thereof (A. Gergely, 2010b: 175; 
Felföldi, 1996: 107). Eriksen claims (2008: 6), in order to understand a phenomenon in its 
complexity, the research is required to start from a multidimensional viewpoint and the focus has 

                                                           
8 Since 2012, I have been carried out fieldwork in the following settlements: Bacău County – Lábnyik 
(Vladnic), Somoska (Somuşca), Klézse (Cleja), Máriafalva (Lărguƫa), Csík (Ciucani), Magyarfalu (Arini), 
Szitás (Nicoreşti), and Újfalu (Satu Nou); Vrancea County – Vizánta (Vizantea-Mănăstirească). In the school 
year of 2014/2015, I have worked as a Hungarian language teacher in Szitás, for this reason, I had the 
opportunity to spend an entire year living in a Csángó village community. 
9 During the research, the archives of the following institute has been analysed: Archives and Department 
for Folk Music and Folk Dance Research at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences – Research Centre for the 
Humanities – Institute for Musicology. 
10 When it comes to dance anthropological research, in methodological regard, a particular importance has 
to be attached to the researcher’s body during in the course of dancing. 
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to be placed on the interactions between the levels of the system, surpassing the standardised ways 
of outlining solely the causes and the effects. 

At this point, it has to be demonstrated how this approach can be applied in dance 
research. According to Anca Giurchescu and Lisbet Torp (1991: 7), the holistic perspective in dance 
research can be developed by combining the disciplines of the American and European dance 
research, that is, the anthropological and choreological aspects. When it comes to dance research 
of anthropological approach, the focus is places on the ‘dancers’, that is, on the community and 
the socio-culture context thereof, while the European ethnochoreology examines the dances in 
terms of historical, formal or functional perspectives and aims at classifying and comparing the 
dances or examining the changes happening to them (Giurchescu & Torp, 1991: 1-3; Kaeppler, 
1991: 11-13). Since the 1970s, it has been required to take the social context into account also in 
the field of Eastern European dance research (Giurchescu & Torp, 1991: 5), however, only a few 
examples proved its practical implementation. 

In my opinion, examining the dance culture in a holistic perspective is not restricted 
to the overall observation of the dances and the dancers’ community but implies the application 
of a multidimensional perspective which takes into account all the possible macro, meso, and 
micro mechanisms that happen in the transformation of dancing. The research has to be problem-
centred, starting from one statement (research problem), the factors of the problem, and the 
interactions thereof shall be examined from a widening point of view and based on a synchronic 
approach. This way of thinking might lead to understand the main point of a phenomenon, in this 
case, the substantiality of dance itself. However, it differs from one anthropological school to 
another that what they consider to be essentiality. The functionalists, including the author of the 
present essay, take the view that the form is determined by the function, for this, the substantiality 
of the examined phenomenon corresponds to its role played in the society, that is, the function 
represents the essence of an entity (Kisdi, 2012: 106). 

 

4.2. The Functionalist branch of British social anthropology 

This section shall be devoted to demonstrate the important statements made by the 
biopsychological stream and the theoretical school of structural functionalism in British social 
anthropology. In the beginning, these approaches were not able to coexist due to the professional 
differences between the pioneer theorists, namely Bronisław Malinowski and Alfred Reginald 
Radcliffe-Brown. On the contrary, I believe that the action-based and the structural approaches of 
functionalism complement each other as long as the aim is to interpret the different levels of the 
society from a holistic point of view (Kisdi, 2012: 117). 

 

4.2.1 Biopsychological functionalism 

The theoretical and methodological principles of the paradigm of biopsychological 
functionalism have been developed by Bronisław Malinowski. He claims that all cultural 
phenomena serve to address biological needs of which seven are considered to be fundamental: 
nutrition, reproduction, bodily comforts, safety, health, movement, and growth. The society gives 
room for satisfying the needs mentioned before, that is, the collective responses appear in the 
social context and the occurrence of which brings the social institutions into being. Malinowski 
regards the culture as an organic whole and in order to understand it, the biological needs, the 
environmental factors, and the reactions have to be examined altogether (Kisdi, 2012: 105-106).  

This functionalist approach bases on the ‘active man’ and on the biological features 
thereof (A. Gergely, 2010a: 162). In functionalist dance research which I also represent, this theory 
might be applicable mainly in the micro level observation of small communities. The micro level 
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is meant to be interpreted as the social network of those people who know each other in a direct 
or indirect way due to the fact that they belong to the same local community. Consequently, the 
examination of dance culture in a biopsychological and micro level perspective starts with the 
observation of the individual dancers and aims at finding an answer to the following question: 
what are those social institutions of the community that have been constructed by dancing 
interpreted as a collective response to one (or more) need(s). As long as Magyarfalu concerns and 
on the basis of the experience gained during the observation period (1940s-2010s), the dance life 
have been organised and controlled by the local community in accordance with the morals and 
values dominating in the village. I presume that more emphasis has to be placed on this micro 
level perspective for the purpose of understanding the role of dancing in terms of individual and 
collective aspects. This attempt per se might lead to misinterpretations so long as other aspects 
have not been taken into consideration, that is, the observation of those factors which influence 
the social life and the network of meso level institutions (the town hall, the local church and 
school) which act as a bridge between micro and macro levels. 

 

4.2.2 Structural functionalism 

The structural functionalism, developed by Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown, 
represents the other branch of the British social anthropology and claims that the cultural 
elements serve to address the preservation of the society, so that, the needs for that purpose should 
be examined instead of the biological ones (A. Gergely, 2010a: 162; Boglár & A. Gergely, 2010: 
161). Three concepts have been introduced by Radcliffe-Brown’s theory. The first one is the social 
structure, a wide network of social relations, the constituents of which are persons arranged in a 
regulated relationship (Kisdi, 2012: 115; Radcliffe-Brown, 2004: 18-20). The concept of social 
structure is followed by the structural continuity standing to prove that the continuity is dynamic 
despite the changes happing to the elements of the structure (Kisdi, 2012: 115). The function 
represents the third notion which implies that a certain social practice or attitude plays a role in 
sustaining the social continuity throughout its function (Kisdi, 2012: 116; Radcliffe-Brown, 2004: 
21, 157, 173). Radcliffe-Brown regards the culture as a form of social life and claims that the 
society’s normal state bases on the equilibrium which originates from a regulated relationship 
existing between the individual and the community (Kisdi, 2012: 116; Radcliffe-Brown, 2004: 14). 

The prime factor of this functionalist approach is not the individual but the whole 
structure, the order of which is interpreted in the context of the structure, the continuity, and the 
function (A. Gergely, 2010a: 162). For this reason, I suppose this approach helps to understand 
those macro level processes which contribute to the transformation of dance culture and the role 
of ecological, political, economic, and social mechanisms played in shaping and constructing the 
culture. While the action-based functionalism is able to highlight the specific features and 
characteristics of a community, the structural functionalism provides understanding of how the 
society works from a general and universal point of view. Relying on Radcliffe-Brown’s concept of 
adaptation, I regard the culture as an adaptive system in the sense of which my aim it to find an 
answer to the following question: during the transformation of the dances and the dance life of 
Magyarfalu, what sort of internal adaptive responses (micro level) have been given by the 
community to certain external mechanisms (macro level) in order to preserve the continuity of the 
local dance culture (Radcliffe-Brown, 2004: 17-18). 

4.3 The anthropological interpretation of dance culture 

The American dance anthropology realised for the first time that dancing allows the 
human body to express itself, the social reality in which the community lives, and the changes 
happening thereto (Kaeppler, 1991: 12; Kürti, 1995: 140-143). Narrowing down the interpretative 
framework of the research, dancing is regarded as a sociocultural practice. Therefore, the research 
subject does not refer to dancing as a movement system, rather as a social practice regulated by 
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the community. Consequently, more emphasis has been placed on the observation of the customs, 
in the frame of which the dance events take place, the dancing community, and the social network 
which sustains the dance culture, while the comparative analysis addressing the form bears less 
relevance (Felföldi, 1996: 100; Kavecsánszki, 2014: 75-76). 

The fact that a sociocultural practice means more than itself and goes beyond the 
visible and perceptible formal or functions features, has been observed in the past by other 
researchers besides myself. Sándor Veress, a Hungarian researcher of folk music, added the 
following note on the Csángó folk singing practice to his field diary, when he carried out a research 
in Moldavia in 1930: 

“This is not time for singing and they adhere to this principle consistently (…). I have 
had an impression since I came here that singing is somehow not spontaneous, 
natural, or, if I might say that, a basic need in contrast to the Székely11 ethnic group 
or the Hungarian peasants as I experienced. For these people, singing means 
working or an activity of uncommon nature, (…)”12. 

As long as dancing concerns, the same observation can be made in Magyarfalu where 
dancing is connected to a specific time and space, additionally, the age and the social status of the 
participants of the dance occasions are stated as well. From now on, I am aimed at representing 
the changes that happened to the dance culture of Magyarfalu and the role played by dance life 
in sustaining the social continuity, in addition to that, I would like exemplify through concrete 
cases the social embeddedness of dance life. 

 

5. Adaptation practices in the dance culture 

According to Radcliffe-Brown (2014: 17-18), so long as the culture – also referred to 
as social living – is examined as an adaptation system, a distinction has to be made between the 
three aspects of this social arrangement. The cultural adaptation might be mentioned at the first 
place, by the help of which, a person acquires certain habits and mental abilities in order to be 
capable of participating in the social action and the social life. Along whit this, the institutional 
aspect of social adaptation comes to the picture which includes those social arrangements that 
facilitate the cooperation and the preservation of social continuity. Lastly, the ecological 
adaptation also has to be taken into account, which implies the adaptation to the physical 
environment. 

 

5.1 Cultural adaptation with regard to the dance culture of Magyarfalu 

As the Moldavian folk dances in general, the repertoire of Magyarfalu is featured by 
circle dances of regulated structure, couple dances and those types that blend circle and couple 
dances into each other. The range of dances is remarkable as I have managed to register 60 dances 
so far13. The motives of these dances are repetitive (strophic) and their structure is divided into 
phases. As long as their origins concerns, the following dance cultures had the most remarkable 
influence on the form of the dances in question: Romanian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, German, and 

                                                           
11 A Hungarian ethnic group living in the Southeaster part of Transylvania, in Romania. 
12 The note has been taken on the 25th of July in 1930, in the village of Forrófalva (Fărăoani) (Veress, 1989: 
309). 
13 This does not imply that all those dances are still known and performed in these days. 
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Polish (Martin, 1996: 127)14. In these days, among the dances of Magyarfalu, the so called csárdás 
couple dance is detectable, which is accompanied by a traditional-like constructed song having the 
‘Az a szép, akinek a szeme kék’ (The beautiful is the one who has blue eyes) opening line, when it 
comes to the performance of children’s groups in the village. The csárdás dance, evolving in the 
19th century, has a symbolic meaning as the national Hungarian couple dance, for this reason, its 
stage performance might be regarded as the expression of ethnicity. So far as we know, the csárdás 
appeared in Magyarfalu solely in the recent past, and this is proved by the facts that this dance 
neither left a mark in the memory of older generations, nor belongs to the repertoire of the current 
dance events, and turns up only at the performances of the children’s groups.  

I believe that a cultural adaptation process lies behind the local appearance of the 
csárdás and this phenomena is related to the Hungarian schools’ endeavour. In the 1950s, the 
language of instruction has been Hungarian for a couple of years in the Moldavian Csángó 
settlements, consequently in Magyarfalu as well, when the teachers usually taught this folk-style 
art song to the children. For this reason, this song has been living in the locals’ mind as a 
representative segment of the ‘original Hungarian’ culture, in addition to that, the melody has 
included in the regional gypsy bands’ music repertoire. From the second half of the 1950s to the 
present time, the children has been involved in Romanian education, however, from the 2000s, 
there has been a possibility to attend a Hungarian school as an extracurricular activity. As part of 
the project, a local-born woman organised programmes aiming at preserving the Hungarian 
tradition and she taught folk songs and dances to the children15. Based on their age, she divided 
the kids into two groups and taught them her own csárdás choreography which was accompanied 
by the ‘Az a szép, akinek a szeme kék’ melody. This dance is not embraced by the local community, 
however, when it comes to the children’s dance performances, the csárdás is performed as it was 
belong to the local dances.  

I consider two inducing mechanisms to lie beyond this phenomenon, one of them is 
the so called ‘Csángó-saving’ movement, and the appearance of rural tourism in Magyarfalu is 
regarded as the other factor. After the changing of the regime in Romania, the protection of the 
Moldavian Csángó people’s interest, in terms of cultural and social aspects, became popular within 
the academic and the laic circles as well (Peti, 2006: 129-130; Tánczos, 2003: 67). This point 
should be set in context, beside political reasons, the Hungarian ethnologists and the member of 
the táncházmozgalom (dance-house movement)16, guided by a ‘romantic and idealizing’ aim 
(Hatos, 2002: 5), assumed that the saving of the Csángó culture, considered to be archaic, is their 
mission (Peti, 2006: 133, 137, 141). The representative function of the folk dance and music culture 
gained utmost importance in this process, for this reason, folk dance assemblies were established 
in several Csángó communities and these groups travelled to Hungary for guest appearance or 
hosted the Hungarian tourists in their own villages. This intervention, aiming at saving this 
culture, had an impact on the identity, the social life, and the culture of the Moldavian 
communities, in addition to that, led them to give local responses to these mechanisms (see Szőnyi, 
2014b). In my opinion, the above described case of Magyarfalu, represents an individually 
initiated adaptation practice, that is a local response, which provides the opportunity of 

                                                           
14 The wide range of the dance repertoire might be attributed to the fact that the region in question is a 
transition area where the communities living together have always been diverse in terms of religion, 
ethnicity, culture, or cultural background due to the persistent immigration and internal migration.  
15 This woman was born in 1949. 
16 The first dance-house has been organised in 1972 in Budapest. This phenomenon, which means that the 
dance events of the village communities have been transferred to the urban context, might be regarded as a 
complex episode of folklorism, revival, and cultural history. Based on the traditional roots, the improvisation 
part takes place at these events alongside with dance teaching and other programmes. This phenomenon, 
apart from transmitting aesthetic values, bears the function of community-building and entertaining 
(Sándor, 2006: 23-34, 38). 
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representation, in the frame of which, the community is able to express its identity to a wider 
ethnic community, additionally, the real or perceived needs of Hungarian tourists shall be 
satisfied. 

 

5.2 Social adaptation with regard to the dance culture of Magyarfalu 

The institutional aspect of social adaptation shall be illustrated through a dance event 
which is connected to the most important turning point in human life. Between the 1950s and the 
1970s, the wedding or nunta17 (local term) has lasted for 3 days. The first day of the wedding was 
spent at the bride’s house, to where solely those friends and relatives were invited who have not 
been married yet; on the second day, all the married members of the village community were 
allowed to celebrate at the bridegroom’s residence. The third day was the so called palakányia 
when the narrower circle of family members and those who took active participation in the 
preparation process consumed the leftovers and held a private festival. In the 1970s, besides the 
church wedding, the civil ceremony appeared which has been followed by the so called konónia18 
festive dance event. This event has taken place 1 or 2 weeks prior to the church wedding and solely 
the youngsters were allowed to participate. On the occasion of the konónia, musicians were 
invited, a dinner was offered and the dancing event lasted all evening, in addition to that, the young 
couple received gifts and presents. For this reason, the three day long wedding shortened to two 
days as the dance event organised at the bride’s residence has been replaced by the konónia. From 
the 1990s, the konónia, as an independent dance event, has completely vanished from the village’s 
dance life. The civil and the church weddings are organised on the same day, followed by a one 
night long celebration, and it comes to the palakányia only in exceptional cases. 

Beyond the vanishing of the konónia, the local parish-priest’s order lies which does 
not allow for youngsters to celebrate the civil wedding. The priest bases his decision on moral 
matters as he supposes that the young couples consummate the marriage right after the civil 
ceremony’s night which means that at the church wedding, 1 or 2 weeks after the civil part, they 
are not pure any more in the presence of God. For this reason, the priest abolished the konónia 
and requested the major to host the civil ceremony in the village on the same day when the church 
wedding takes place. This caused some outrage among the youngsters19, however, under whole 
community’s pressure, they gave a way to this social requirement and complied with this ethical 
obligation20. 

As I indicated above, the Csángó identity is based on the following two main aspects: 
the local identity and the religion in particular, because their Roman Catholic religion represents 
the ‘essence of the community’ (Kinda, 2010: 23). From the 1960s, in the Moldavian Csángó 
villages the priest has been playing ‘the social role of utmost importance in the village’s community 
and corresponding to this, he has been the most influential member’ (Kinda, 2010: 116). In 
Magyarfalu, he guides the sacral and social life of the community, enforces the moral norms and 
claims the right to intervene in the everyday life of the village and the personnel matters of families 

                                                           
17 In the Moldavian Csángó villages, the Hungarian expression of menyekező or the Romanian nuntǎ is in 
use to define the wedding. 

18 This term can be traced back to the Romanian cununie civilǎ which corresponds to the expression of civil 
wedding in the Moldavian dialect. 
19 Some members, belonging to the generation of those former days, got married in a few years and the local 
practice required them to invite each other to celebrate the konónia. After abolishing the konónia, some of 
them remained in disgrace as they had no chance to invite the others to their own konónia in return. 
20 Written sources remained even from the 1930s, report that in the Moldavian Csángó villages it was 
forbidden by the priest to dance in a couple with someone from the same gender as they considered this to 
be immoral (Csűry, 1930: 3).   
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or individuals. The standpoint represented by the parish is not only of religious nature but political 
interests might play a part as well, as the Roman Catholic Church is actively involved in the 
assimilative endeavours of the Romanian state (Pozsony, 2005: 87, 92). Beyond that, the church 
refuses the Hungarian language and provides the holy mass in Romanian, tries to hold the 
Hungarian traditions in their bay, and transform the locals’ cultural memory. 

When it comes to Magyarfalu, the following case provides a good example for the 
effective cooperation between the orders issued by the public sector and the executive power of 
the parish: the date for celebrating the village’s saint has been modified due to ideological reasons 
and as a result, the day of the community’s most important dance event has been changed. 
Magyarfalu’s patron saint used to be Saint Stephen (Hungarian king), for this, until the year of 
1967, the celebrations have been held on the 2nd of September. Later on, the priest at that time, 
due to the pressure of national politics, has changed the day of celebration to the 8th of September 
which is the memorial day of Saint Mary’s birthday21. All in all, it can be recognised that the parish 
represents the most influential authority which cannot be separated from the government, 
additionally, the priest is the leader of both the religious and the moral life so the acceptance of 
his decisions serves to address the continuity of a harmonious social life. 

 

5.3 Ecological adaptation with regard to the dance culture of Magyarfalu 

Finally, the culture-shaping effect of the physical environment has to be taken into 
account. The ecological adaptation is a natural phenomenon taking place in every culture, as this 
is an essential criterion for any community’s survival. The natural environment is placed at a 
higher level, above the network of political, economic, and social mechanisms, regarded as macro-
level factors in this research, however, significant changes have rarely been triggered by this factor 
or when they have, the transformation of the community’s culture has happened in a slower way. 
Those shocking natural disasters are exceptions that come about every once in a while and force 
people to speed up their reactions. The turning point of that sort shall be demonstrated by those 
radical changes that happened to the dance life of Magyarfalu in the 1940s. 

Based on my informants’ narratives, there were no radical changes in the practices 
relative to the dance events, the organisation thereof, and the arrangements with the musicians 
between the 1940s and the 1960s. Those dance events that involved the whole community and 
connected to festivities, such as Christmas, New Year, Epiphany, Easter, Pentecost and the patron 
saint’s day, have been organised in the same way as always. The regular dance events took place 
on every Sunday afternoon, except for the period of fasting, at the village centre. When it comes to 
the turning points in human life, people were dancing on the occasion of the marriage offers and 
during the three day long weddings. These occasions were organised by young people living in the 
village, and they were in charge to take these events under control. Every Christmas, the local lads 
nominated the so called vatáv22 amongst them who was the main organiser by leading a small 
group. With his peers, he hired the Gypsy band from the neighbouring village of Băcioiu, and the 
musicians were hosted (dinner and accommodation has been provided for them) by the so called 
vatazsica23 girls helping for the local parish. Every once in a while, the local musician were hired, 
however, this happened solely when the community was not able to cover the costs of the gypsy 

                                                           
21 Despite that fact that the following does not relate tightly to the examination of the dance culture, it should 
be mentioned that the Romanian name of Magyarfalu has been changed from Ungurii (means Hungarians) 
to Arini in 1968, because the latter name does not refer to the village’s ethnic origin. 
22 The term vatáv, in the Moldavian Csángó dialect, corresponds to the Romanian vătaf which has the 
following meanings: count, captain, commander, leader, and chief. 
23 The term vatazsica, in the Moldavian Csángó dialect, corresponds to the Romanian term of vătăşiţă 
which has the following meanings: bridesmaid, housekeeper, and wife of the bailiff. 
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band. This short description exemplifies that Magyarfalu used to have a dynamic dance life in the 
period mentioned before, due to the fact that the dance events have been kept under control by 
the local community. Between 1947 and 1948, a temporary but radical change has happened to the 
dance culture: those dance events which followed the common practice has been terminated, that 
is, dancing occasions were not held neither at the weekends, nor during the holy days or after the 
church weddings. 

An environmental disaster lies behind the radical change described above, in 1946-47, 
a heavy drought desolated the whole region of Moldavia. The abnormally dry weather resulted in 
famine and the whole phenomenon wore on the community that makes a living from agriculture 
in the first place24. Almost the entire young population migrated to Transylvania and to the Banat 
where they worked mainly as day-labourers or maids. They managed to get employed primarily in 
the settlement of Hungarian language, in the middle and the southwestern part of Romania where 
they learned several Hungarian folk songs or traditional-like constructed songs, and after the 
drought, they carried these melodies back home. The temporary absence of young people in the 
local community rendered the dance life to be disorganised as they were not involved in the dance 
events, neither as organisers nor as participants.25 Based on my older informants’ narratives, 
during the hopeless situation of famine caused by the dry weather, people did not find in their 
heart to dance and celebrate, all the attention has been turned to the problems of everyday living. 

Besides the interruption of dance life, another adaption practice has to be mentioned 
as a response to the state of emergency triggered by an environmental catastrophe. A music band 
of three members (József Lukács – violin, Mihály Avadeni – lute and singing, György Csernik – 
accordion)26 has been formed in Magyarfalu and they travelled around the region to provide 
music services. The musicians visited wealthier families for whom they played not for money but 
for basic food commodities. They have been travelling on a carriage from Bucovina to Dobruja and 
in every 2 or 3 weeks, they returned back home. The players used to be the so called ‘peasant 
musicians’, that is, they did not play for compensation but for having fun or every now and then, 
for entertaining the others. In this period, the Gypsy musicians have been regarded as 
professionals who were hired to play music at the dance events or they went peddling by 
themselves. However, there is no data regarding the Gypsy musicians’ services in the 1940s, I 
suppose that during the period of drought the Moldavian culture of music has been affected by 
ethnic and regional interactions due to the musicians travelling around for 1 or 2 years. 

In light of the above, examples stand to outline the adaptation practices applied in the 
community of Magyarfalu in order to survive during the temporary crises, additionally, it is also 
demonstrated that how these factors relate in a direct or indirect way to the dance culture. 
Ordinarily, the behaviour of the three musicians would have been disgraceful as peddling was 
despised and the act of playing music for remuneration was contributed to the Gypsies. Even so, 
the practice appearing in the above described case was accepted as a survival strategy. The drought 
in 1946-1947 caused solely a temporary disorder in the regular way of living in Magyarfalu, 
however, the fact the dance culture has almost completely disappeared raises the following 
question: what degree of importance is attributed to dancing when the purpose of satisfying the 

                                                           
24 In addition to that, further events affected the previously closed and cohesive community in a negative 
way, e.g. the Second World War (1939-1945); the local typhoid epidemics (1945); and the translocation of 
40 families from Magyarfalu to Hungary (1941-1947) (Szőnyi, 2015: 183).  
25 In the 1940s, solely the youngsters, those who have not been married so far, were allowed to participate 
in those occasions. An exception has been made for the marriage proposals and the weddings when the 
married people and the elders had a permission to dance. 
26 Solely György Csernik is alive, he was 15 years old in 1947, and he claims he learned to play on his 
instrument mostly in this period, making music together with the two older musicians. 
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basic needs of the individual or the community comes to the picture, additionally, what role can 
dancing play in the social structure? 

 

6. The function of dance culture in the community of Magyarfalu 

Dancing is a sociocultural practice and facilitates the obtaining of resources, thus 
contributes to the preservation of social continuity. I consider the gained resource as capital, the 
obtaining of which becomes possible for the member of the community if the traditional dance 
culture is operated collectively. Several researchers has already embarked on the way to define the 
capital in a sociological context and identify the types thereof (economic, social, cultural, and 
symbolic) (see Bourdieu, 1986; Coleman, 1990; Farkas, 2013), however, the present essay does 
not aim to give a critical summary on the diverse definitions and typologies that sometimes differ 
remarkably from each other. Starting from the general sociological definition, according to which 
‘capital is a sum of social resources possessed by a given individual or a group’ (Farkas, 2013: 2), 
I am aimed at outlining briefly the basic functions fulfilled by the dance culture in Magyarfalu. 

Through the introduction of adaptation practices applied by the community of 
Magyarfalu, it has been seen that by the way of dance culture, interpreted in a wider context, the 
members of the community might gain cultural capital, that is, knowledge, social capital as they 
extend their social relations, and earn economic capital by increasing their financial assets. 
Knowing and practising the traditional dances is a form of non-verbal communication which 
facilitates the expression of individual emotions and knowledge, in addition to that, enables to 
strengthen the local identity. This plays a role in the development of social relations and in the 
local socialization, moreover, by representing the system of rules and social relations in the 
community, functions to strengthen the norms. A dance event allows to gain experience and works 
as a ‘safety valve’ which interrupts the monotonous day-to-day reality, participates in the physical 
and mental refreshments of an individual, thereby mitigating the tension and cutting back the 
hidden conflicts in the community. In the context of dance culture, the service provided by the 
musicians is also included, providing livelihood for the Gypsy musicians’ group, in which a specific 
knowledge is required. 

The termination of local dance life during the period of drought, which phenomenon 
was presented earlier, might be explained by the fact that the community’s social network was 
exposed to fast transformation due to the labour migration of the young population while the local 
dance tradition was not able to adopt to the new situation. Furthermore, considering that a 
significant amount of effort has to be devoted to dancing and organizing the dance occasions, it 
was not advisable to consume such a great amount of energy when the famine occurred. 

Certain parts of the dance culture might derive from satisfying several basic human 
needs. As a social institution, it contributes in a direct or indirect way to give a collective reaction 
to the following needs: nutrition (the food supply is ensured by gaining economical assets), 
reproduction (deepening the social relations, it becomes easier to enter into marriage), safety (as 
a symbolic way of representation, the dance culture might reinforces the protection provided by 
the community), health (the body exercise hardens the physical resistance and regenerates the 
mental health), movement (the dance culture opens a communicative space, thus facilitating the 
flow of information), growth (a specific knowledge can be gained). 

To sum up, the present research regards the dance as a tool for raising capital, takes 
dancing as a sociocultural practice, and determines the dance culture to be the system of social 
institutions which contributes to the harmonious functioning of social life, through which, plays a 
role in sustaining the social continuity. 
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7. Conclusions 

The present study commenced with the aim of examining the dance culture of a 
Moldavian Csángó village, namely Magyarfalu, by applying a holistic approach, focusing on the 
changes, and highlighting the triggers thereof, that is, the adaptation practices, in addition to that, 
the presentation of those ecologic, economic, social, and cultural mechanisms that lie behind these 
phenomena is also in the scope of the research. 

Applying the combination of the two theoretical frameworks of the biopsychological 
and the structural-functionalist approach in dance anthropological research is only possible when 
the visible and hidden dimensions of the dance culture remain in their context, the concept of 
cultural complexity is kept in mind, and the observation turns towards the cultural elements from 
a holistic point of view. The applicability of the action-based functionalist discipline becomes 
relevant when it comes to the micro level observation of the dance and the dancing community, 
while the approach of structural-functionalism turns to account as long as the local dance culture 
is examined in a wider, macro level context. The function fulfilled by certain parts of the dance 
culture and their role played in the social structure can be determined when the dance itself is 
regarded not only as a movement system but as sociocultural practice. 

The examples of Magyarfalu indicate that individual and social adaptation practices 
lie behind the transformation of dance life and the changes happening to the dances. The 
appearances of the csárdás in the village’s dance repertoire might be interpreted as a cultural 
adaptation practice which lead us back to the ‘Csángó-saving’ movement and the presence of rural 
tourism. The institutional aspect of social adaptation is demonstrated by the vanishing of the 
konónia dance event which has been prohibited among the youngsters by the local parish priest 
grounding his order on moral aspects. The adaptation to the natural environment is shown by the 
temporary termination of dance life and the forming of an impermanent travelling music band 
which phenomena results from the drought and famine occurred in 1946-1947. 

The adaptation practices are not regarded solely as a reaction or the results of micro 
and macro level changes. During the adaptive process, a given community activates more 
segments simultaneously of its sociocultural system, additionally, finds creative solutions to 
satisfy its needs and sustain the social balance. In my opinion, the adaptation is more than being 
aligned to the circumstances (for the purpose of survival), this is a creative process which updates 
the knowledge gathered about the world and extends the set of cultural elements with a varying 
amplitude. This way, the adaptation ensures the members of the given community that the social 
milieu in which they live preserve its following features: viable, ensuring safety and certainty; 
culturally rich, thus remaining valuable and honoured. All members of the local community 
participate in this creative process, and due to the fact that each micro community consists of 
distinct individuals, the cultural diversity becomes sensible through these adaptation practices 
when the cultures are lined up. 

This research has not been concluded yet and shall continue with its explicit aim to 
observe the folk dance culture in its social reality by leaving behind the romantic and idealistic 
aspects, stepping out from the national and ideological discourses, and applying a relativist and 
reflexive approach. I hope that the theoretical framework of this article inspires and initiates 
further researches in the field of dance anthropology and the outcomes shall be relevant for several 
disciplines of human, social, and historical studies. 
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Abstract 

 
Cultural shift and poverty problem are two matters occurring most frequently in marginalized 
customary community environment. Those two matters also occur in Benteng Chinese 
community living in Tangerang area. This research aimed to describe the role of Benteng Chinese 
women in Community’s cultural and economic resilience. The method employed in this research 
was qualitative one with Ethnographic approach. This research took place in Kelurahan 
Mekarsari, Neglasari Sub District, Tangerang City, Banten Province. Eight informants were 
employed in this study: Benteng Chinese community, members of Lentera Benteng Jaya 
Resource Development Female Cooperatives, members of Cokek Sipatmo Dance group, and 
those related. Techniques of collecting data used were interview and observation. Data validation 
employed source and method validities with Spradley’s Developmental Research Sequence model 
analysis technique. The result of research showed that cultural and economic resilience problems 
can be dealt with using social capital the Benteng Chinese women affiliated in Lentera Benteng 
Jaya Resource Development Female Cooperatives have. 

 
Keywords: Benteng Chinese women, cultural and economic resilience, cooperatives, social 
capital. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Chinese community has been a part of Indonesian community diversity. Indonesian 
occupied the first position as the state other than China People Republic and Taiwan with largest 
Chinese community population of 7.6 million until 2016. The second and third positions are 
occupied by South East Asian countries as well, Thailand and Malaysia, with 7 million and 6.4 
million people, respectively (Databoks, 2016). Meanwhile, another data shows that Chinese 
community in Indonesia dwell DKI Jakarta province most widely, 632,372 people, followed with 
West Borneo 358,451 people, and North Sumatera 340,320 people. The same data shows that 
Chinese community occupies the second rank following Batavian community to live in urban areas 
in Indonesia (Central Statistic Bureau, 2010). 

One of Chinese communities living in urban areas is Benteng Chinese community in 
Tangerang. The term Benteng Chinese refers to the Chinese community’s past history living 
around fortress (Benteng) area constructed by Dutch colonial government in Tangerang. This 
Chinese community gradually acculturated with Tangerang local community, thereby created 
Benteng Chinese community with distinctive peculiarity. This term is still used to refer to 
Tangerang native Chinese community until today. 

https://www.centerprode.com/ojas.html
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The peculiarity of Benteng Chinese community can be seen from their physique unlike 
common Chinese community. Physically, most of them are just like local community with brown 
skin big eyes. In addition, the peculiarity can also be seen from the culture they have. Benteng 
Chinese community culture is the combination between Chinese and Batavian cultures. 
Nonetheless, most Benteng Chinese people begin to abandon their culture and to be affected by 
values originating from foreign countries. One of its examples is the shift of noble values existing 
in Sipatmo dance into Cokek dance identical with eroticism. It becomes the main problem the 
Benteng Chinese community encounters. On the one hand, modernization facilitates their life so 
that their manual life formerly changes into modern one, but on the other hand it also results in 
substantial problem, the degraded local cultural values (Ruslan, 2015). 

Another problem the Benteng Chinese community encounters is poverty. In contrast 
to the stereotype inherent so far to Chinese community that they are upper-class society, Benteng 
Chinese community is the lower-middle class-society. Its livelihood is also as same as that of local 
community. Although many Chinese people become merchants, their life is still simple and some 
of them instead have not been independent of poverty yet (Sugianta et al, 2012). As a result, most 
of them are entrapped into having debt to usurer – an address to call those lending money with 
high interest. This condition leads them to fall down to poverty further.  

Departing those cultural and economic problems, Benteng Chinese women are 
encouraged to do something for their own community. Women are an element of family 
contributing to economic matter. Basically, women have production function within family. 
Production function relates to economy in which women participate either directly or indirectly in 
development according to interest and ability they have corresponding to the education they have 
attended (Puspitasari, 2012). 

The role of women in the cultural and economic reinforcement attempt can perform 
maximally when they are in group. Their attempt should be institutionalized and structured as 
well. Therefore, in 2015, Benteng Chinese women helped with a non-government organization 
operating in women resource development field established a cooperative called Benteng Chinese 
Women Cooperatives. Cooperative is chosen as the form of their attempt institutionalization 
because it is easier and simpler to run. The data shows that the number of cooperatives increases 
significantly from 141,326 in 2006 to 194,295 in 2012. The increase in cooperative quantity 
indicates that cooperative is a potential institution to improve economic, social, and cultural 
conditions (Faedlulloh, 2015; Rukin, 2018). 

Cooperative becomes a solution to the Benteng Chinese women who want to 
contribute to reinforcing the community’s cultural and economic resilience. Through social capital 
existing in cooperative, it can run well. Social capital is productive enabling the achievement of 
certain end objective that is difficult to achieve without it (Trisnanto et al., 2017). The term capital 
generally symbolizes something producing or production factors that are expected to produce 
productive service in some periods of time (Slamet, 2012; Wulandari et al, 2018). Social capital 
refers to Bourdieu’s relation theory defining social capital as a resource unit related to network 
ownership and institutional relation based on mutual recognition (Bourdieu, 1986). Coleman 
argued that the definition of social capital is related to its function. Furthermore, he suggested that 
social capital has two main elements: (1) social capital includes a number of social structure 
aspects, and (2) social capital facilitates individuals to do something in the social structure 
(Coleman, 1988). Meanwhile, Fukuyama (2001) defined social capital as an instantiated informal 
norm that promotes co-operation between individuals. Putnam (1993) mentioned that social 
capital is “similar to the notions of physical and human capital refers to feature of social 
organization, such as network, norms, and trust that increase a society’s productive potential”. 
Furthermore, in his work entitled Bowling alone: The collapse and revival of American 
community, Putnam (1995) added that one of important elements is reciprocity. 
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From the definitions aforementioned, it can be summarized that the elements existing 
in social capital are, among others: network, norms, trust and reciprocity. Gidden (in Damsar & 
Indriyani, 2015) defined trust as “a belief in an individual’s or a system’s reliability, related to 
various outcomes or events, in which the belief appreciates a faith in others’ integrity or affection, 
or in the appropriateness of abstract principle”. Suparlan (1982) stated that “social network is a 
grouping consisting of a number of people, at least three people, each of which has distinctive 
identity and interrelated through the existing social relations, so that they can be grouped into a 
social unity through the social relation”. Social norm “specify what actions are regarded by a set 
of persons as proper or correct, or improper and incorrect” (Coleman, 1990: 243). Meanwhile, 
reciprocity can be found in the forms of giving, taking, and helping each other that can result from 
social interaction (Soetomo, 2006). 

 

2. Method 

This research was conducted in 2018 in Kelurahan Mekarsari, Tangerang. The 
research approach employed in this study was ethnography. “Ethno means people and graphein 
refers to writing – and ethnography is a systematic description of habits, customs and norms of 
people who are the designated research subjects in a nuanced and detailed manner. It is about a 
culture studying a culture” (Spradley, 1979; Creswell, 2007). The process of collecting data was 
conducted through interviewing in-depth several informants and observing the research location. 
The sample was taken using purposive sampling technique. The sample was selected based on 
specified characteristics. Data validity used source and method validities with Spradley’s 
Developmental Research Sequence model analysis technique (Spradley, 1979).  

 

3. Result 

Lentera Benteng Jaya Resource Development Female Cooperatives (Indonesian: 
Koperasi Wanita Pengembang Sumberdaya Lentera Benteng Jaya or KWPS Lentera Benteng 
Jaya) is the one established on the initiative of Women Resource Development Center 
(Indonesian: Pusat Pengembangan Sumberdaya Wanita or PPWS) NGO, Jakarta. In 2015, PPSW 
Jakarta has an empowerment program for marginalized customary community with Benteng 
Chinese community being the target of program. From a long discussion, KWPS Lentera Benteng 
Jaya was established with original name “Koperasi Wanita Cina Benteng (Benteng Chinese 
Women Cooperatives) headquartered in RW 04 Kampung Lebak Wangi (Lebak Wangi Village) on 
May 2015, with 25 members. Originally, this cooperative was limited to Benteng Chinese descent 
women only, but currently it has expanded and become a kelurahan (village)-level cooperative 
named KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya and opened to the communities beyond Benteng Chinese 
descent. 

KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya has save-loan activity and training to improve women’s 
knowledge and skill and to facilitate the members of community to get legal identity (demographic 
administration), and serves to be a media for women to learn organization and leadership. One of 
interesting programs in KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya is the development of Cokek Sipatmo dance. 
Cokek Sipatmo dance is a combination between Chinese and Batavian cultures. This dance was 
originally a Sipatmo dance usually performed in religious ceremony or rite in China temples. In 
its development, this dance changes into the one that can be enjoyed by all audiences and is 
renamed into cokek dance. 

Cokek dance still can be enjoyed in Benteng Chinese community’s wedding events. 
Formerly, gambang kromong music accompanied this dance, but as time goes by, gambang 
kromong music is replaced with dangdut music. In cokek dance there is also a dancing movement 
along with the invited guests, called ngibing. This movement often reveals very intimate relation 
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between dancer and the guest invited to dance. Costume worn by cokek dancer no longer wear 
kebaya encim or baju kurung (enclosed dress) but wear tight dress featuring her body shape. 
Then, cokek dance is getting more identical with less good things featured through its dancer’s 
movement and costume. 

The existence of KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya initiated the recovery of Sipatmo dance’s 
shifting values. This attempt was initiated by PPSW NGO of Jakarta in collaboration with a 
university and Coordinator Ministry for Human Development and Culture through Customary 
Community Care program. Through the program, a research was conducted on sipatmo and cokek 
dances in Tangerang and Jakarta areas. The result of research showed that Cokek dance well-
known so far in Benteng Chinese community originated culturally from Sipatmo dance. Since 
then, Sipatmo dance began to be taught again to Benteng Chinese community, particularly the 
administrators of KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya by dance lecturers of universities in Jakarta. Cokek 
Sipatmo dance was chosen to name this dance as an attempt to recover Sipatmo’s values that have 
degraded in Cokek dance. 

After the administrators have been able to perform Cokek Sipatmo dance fluently, a 
studio was established to practice other Benteng Chinese women. KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya 
also attempted to introduce this dance to the public, particularly in Tangerang area in the events 
held by Tangerang City’s Government. Such attempt encountered some obstacles because the 
image of Cokek dance had been bad, thereby will worsen the Image of Tangerang City Government 
when it is performed. KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya also takes a sufficiently long time to make 
Tangerang City Government willing to see their performance and to permit them to perform in big 
events.  

Cokek Sipatmo dance studio also introduces Cokek Sipatmo dance to school children. 
They teach the dance movement routinely to the students. Although Cokek Sipatmo dance studio 
does not close itself when other communities than Benteng Chinese community want to learn the 
dance, but Buddha- and Christian-based schools still become their main target. It is intended to 
lead the Benteng Chinese young generation to contribute to maintaining their own culture. The 
members of studio usually utilize their network in KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya to be allowed to 
enter into schools. For example, when there are some members whose children study in the 
targeted school, they will approach the school in order to be allowed to introduce Cokek Sipatmo 
dance. If the targeted school is still located in the same Kelurahan (village), the members of Cokek 
Sipatmo dance studio will use their connection that has structural position such as village 
secretary or even village head to recommend them, so that the school will allow them to introduce 
the dance. 

In addition to reinforcing cultural resilience, Benteng Chinese women also contribute 
to reinforcing the community’s economic resilience. KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya provides money 
loan to their members for education tuition, business development purposes, and for other 
family’s needs. Previously, Benteng Chinese community often borrows money from usurer or 
called mobile bank or cooperative. It is called mobile bank or cooperative because the one giving 
loan will go around to collect and to offer the loan. Loan system in this mobile bank or cooperative 
tends to be easy because it does not need an elaborate administration. It is this that encouraged 
Benteng Chinese people to borrow money from this usurer disguised behind cooperative. 
Whereas, the interest the fund borrower should assume is substantial, 25% of total loan and it 
should be paid in specified time – usually one to two months. The due will be collected everyday 
by lender without exception. 

Benteng Chinese people who have borrowed from usurer disguised behind cooperative 
are usually very difficult to stop and to escape from debt fetter. It is because the interest specified 
is so high that the money which should be saved for other purpose should be used to repay the 
loan interest. In addition, the profession of most people as small seller also encourages them to 
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borrow some money as the capital. When the profit they get is small, willy-nilly they should get 
more loans from usurer. 

In contrast to the usurer disguised behind cooperative or bank, KWPS Lentera 
Benteng Jaya with its save-loan cooperative program applies low interest, only 10% of total loan. 
This loan interest revenue will later be returned to the members who borrow with mechanism and 
calculation of dividend (Indonesian: Sisa Hasil Usaha or SHU) that will be distributed annually. 
The members will get loan recording book to be filled in any time they pay the due. The due is paid 
weekly when the cooperative member weekly meeting is held. 

The rule of save-loan cooperative in KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya is fairly tight. It is 
intended to keep providing loan capital in the cooperative and to keep the save-loan cooperative 
program running continuously. One of its rules is that the member should save the fund first and 
is allowed to borrow the fund in the following day. It indicates the application of self-help value 
and principle. Then, the members having loan are obliged to repay the due timely according to the 
original agreement. If the members have not been able to repay the due, they are obliged to inform 
directly the difficulty they are encountering. If there is no information at all, the administrator of 
cooperative will call them by phone, and if there is still no response, the administrator will come 
to their house to ask the problem. 

 

4. Discussion 

Referring to social capital theory suggested by such scholars as Putnam (1993, 1995), 
there are four elements composing social capital: norm, trust, reciprocity and network. Social 
norms “specify what actions are regarded by a set of persons as proper or correct, or improper 
and incorrect” (Coleman, 1990: 243). Shared norms and values existing among Benteng Chinese 
women through KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya involve the rule enacted in save-loan cooperatives. 
In this case, the rule is enacted very orderly so that self-help principle as the value upheld can 
work. The enacted rule directs the members to know what is and is not allowed and what is right 
and wrong in running the cooperatives. 

The second element is trust in the women cooperative group. Gidden (in Damsar & 
Indriyani, 2015) defined trust as “a belief in an individual’s or a system’s reliability, related to 
various outcomes or events, in which the belief appreciates a faith in others’ integrity or affection, 
or in the appropriateness of abstract principle”. The presence of mutual trust between the 
members leads them to obey the approved rule. The members who are willing to save their money 
in the cooperative, of course, trust in the administrators that the money they save will not be 
misused by them. It indicates that trust is an important element to support the sustainable 
operation of save-loan program. Trust also maintains the group’s intactness, particularly Cokek 
Sipatmo Dance Studio. Trust is manifested into the dancers’ movement harmony (compactness). 
In addition, for the mission of studio to reinforce the Benteng Chinese culture through dance to 
be achieved, they should trust in each other and consider that they will never leave the studio 
without a reason. 

Reciprocity principle can be seen in the reciprocal relation between members through 
both weekly meeting and daily institutional practice. Reciprocity can be found in the forms of 
giving, taking, and helping each other that can result from social interaction (Soetomo, 2006). The 
reciprocity mechanism can be seen from save-loan system in which individual members 
contribute to saving fund so that the fund collected from the members can be used to give loan to 
other needy members. Reciprocity can also be seen from the distribution of dividend (SHU) in 
which all members will get profit according to their own contribution for a year. In dance area, 
reciprocity is indicated with the individual members’ attempt of introducing Cokek Sipatmo 
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dance. All members have contribution and do not depend on one person. The participation of 
members in the practice held routinely is the manifestation of reciprocity. 

Viewed from social network aspect, the members of KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya 
automatically create a network. This network can be utilized in helping the members with 
economic problem or other problems. The affiliation of Benteng Chinese women with a 
cooperative help themselves escape from the usurer’s fetter through save-loan cooperative 
constituting the manifestation of network itself. Suparlan (1982) stated that “social network is a 
grouping consisting of a number of people, at least three people, each of which has distinctive 
identity and interrelated through the existing social relations, so that they can be grouped into a 
social unity through the social relation”. Networking is also very desirable in introducing Cokek 
Sipatmo dance. Cokek Sipatmo dance studio can introduce the dance through networking 
established between fellow members, for example, through entering into the schools where the 
children of KWPS Lentera Benteng Jaya members are enrolled. 

 

5. Conclusion     

Cultural and economic problems existing in Benteng Chinese community is actually 
the collective problem to which a solution should be found. Benteng Chinese women take a part 
in solving the problems by relying on the cooperative they have established as the agent of change. 
The establishment of cooperative also reinforces women solidarity and position in Benteng 
Chinese community because it automatically provides social capital within. The elements of social 
capital such as trust, norms, reciprocity, and networking can be seen in the activity of KWPS 
Lentera Benteng Jaya and these keep improving along with the interaction they make. It is this 
social capital that makes the role of Benteng Chinese women in reinforcing culture and economy 
running smoothly. Somehow, this study focuses only specific location in Kelurahan Mekarsari. 
Therefore, further more comprehensive researches should be conducted with broader location. 
Thus, finally, both this study and other studies will complement each other.      
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